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BELEN, NEW MEXICO. JULY

VOLUME III

Why We Are Great
MANY LITTLES

.

MAKE

A

MUCH

How would yea like to sit down
at your desk, run" over your accounts, and absorb the know-

ledge that any where. from one to
five hundred people were Indebted to you in sums varying from
59 cents to $5.00?
And how would you like to
meet those good people day by
day without their ever thinking
of offering you the small amount
due you?
And how would you like to see
these same . good people paying
their other bills promptly month
by month and again forgetting
yours?
And wouldn't you just revel
in the knowledge that all of these
small amounts combined, if suddenly collected up, would swell
your bank account to the tune of

America is a great country,
and much of that greatness is
due to the adility and fearlessness of the people in thinking
and acting for themse'ves.
We elect our chief officers for
two to four years, and if they
don't suit us we kick them out at
the end of their terms.
We have a habit of frankly and
insistently telling our public
servants what we expect of them,
and we unblushingly give them
to understand that if they do not
make good we will have no
further use for them.
Nearly everybody works in
this country, and drones are the
isolated exceptions.
We have no kings or emperors,
ordukes or counts, for in this
country every man is a king in
his own right, with more brains
than half the crowned heads of
Europe.
Yes, America isa greatcountry,
and it will always be great so long
as we reverence brain and brawn
instead of lordings and tarnished
crowns.
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Destroying Grasshoppers.

AS THE EDITOR SEES IT

WANT the right kind of lasting prosperity in this
IF WE
country we must get a lot of people away from the centers of
population and onto the farms, where opportunity awaits them.
The business of rushing off to the great cities ahd depopulating
the farms is doing more to retard prosperity than all other causes
combined. Any man of common sense and reasonable degree of
energy can make a mighty fine living on the Lrm and be reason
of the poably independent while so doing, while fully
pulation today is underfed because hey are stagnating in cities
where there are ten applicants for every job. Strikes, lockouts.
and other labor wars do not greatly affect the man on the farm.
the crops grow oñ just the same and appetites do not decrease.
The real greatness of this country will come when the land is
more fully under cultivation and worked to better advantage on
one-ha- lf

scientific lines.

Poisoned bait. -In
the use of
poisoned baits we have another
inexpensive, practical way of

desling with these grasshoppers
even shen, as is frequently tie
case, the breed in alfalfa fields
Poisoned baits. In the use of
poisoned baits we have another
inexpensive, practical way of
dealing with these grasshoppers
even shen, as is frequently the
case, they breed in the alfalfa
fields, and the protection, whatever it may be, must be applied
there. What has come to be
known as the "Griddle mixture"
is giveng post satisfactory results on the ranches of both the
United States and Canada, The
mixture is composed of half a
barrel of fresh horse dropnings
in which is mixed 1 pound each
of salt and Paris Green. If the
horse droppings are not fresh the
salt is dissolved in water and
mixed with the manure
and
poison. When this mixture is
scattered freely about where the
grasshoppers are abundant, thc-seem to be attracted to it, for
they devour it readily and are
poisoned thereby. Dr. Jamos
Fletcher, late entomologist for
the Dominion of Canada, cited
an instance where this mixture
had scattered freely around the
edges of a field, and stated that
this particular field stood out as
a green patch in a brown plain,
as it was situated in the midst of
fields where nothing had been
done to destroy the grasshoppers.
Cooperation between farmers
or ranchmen is of the utmost importance, whether the hoppsr- dozer or poisoned baits be used.
On some of the move - extensive
ranches the owners can protect
themselves by reason of thegreat
extent or territory that is under
the control of a single individual,
but among smaller holdings
cooperation is very essential.
Forestalling of outbreaks would
be spoken of by the ranchman as
"watching out for trouble". By
this is meant the careful watching of the fields for the appearance of the grasshoppers. When
these are foünd to be present,
do not wait to see what they are
going to do, but prevent their
doing any thing by putting into
practice, before any damage has
been done and while the grasshoppers are very young, whatever measures are to be used. It
usually requires several days to
and
poison the grasshoppers,
traversed
large areas can not be
with the grasshopperdozers in a
day. Therefore if measures are
to be successful they must not be
delayed.

I

PCCKETBOGK PRAYERS

A presumably insane cranU
took a pot shot at J. P. Morgan,
the New York money baron, ar.d
immediately we commenced to
read in the press that "prayers
are being said in ell of the
churches for his recovery."
All of which would be very
good andcommenda'ole if it didn't
begin with prayers for Morgan
and stop with prayers for
Morgan.
We have nothing personal
against Mr. Morgan, who may be
a very decent sort of person fur
all we know to the contrary, bat
we can not suppress a feeling of
nausea at the manner in which
certain ministers rushed into the
limelight by sending up prayers
for the recovery of the man who

a very few exceptions the country has settled down to
conviction that the time is opportune for taking ade
the point
for the national defense. Every day seems to
has money.
measures
quate
where you can appreciate the
Mr. Morgan's claim to fame is
before
absolute
the
demonstrate n ore clearly than ever
impera
grim humor of such a condition,
due
solely to the fact thst he is
tiveness of such a course if we are to preserve our entity and
and keep right on smiling, you
son of his father and one of
the
will have qualified yourself for
protect our rights. The fate of Belgium and China is forcing
the richest men m the countrv.
the life of a country editor.
upon us the conviction that a condition of national helplessness
He has never set the world
, $100 Fine Beware!
And when you do reach that
is no protection against foreign aggression, and the temper of
afire by any of his personal deeds,
point you will wonder why in
feel warand just why be .should be sinThe following letter from the the people is such that congress will now undoubtedly
blazes you never thought of the
gled out for rpecial prayers when
measures for greater security.
editor when paying your other post office department at Wash- ranted in taking prompt
others of equal merit can not get
bills, and you will just push the ington, D. C, shows the use- even a chirp is beyond our laybreeze until you reach his shop lessness of
man's comprehension.
parties mailing parcel
the local public are proud, of our country and ot its
and hand him that little mite
To the man who makes a pracconceal
or
achievements in the fields of agriculture and commerce.
post matter trying to
you owe him.
tice
of analyzing things as he
We are free of speech in sounding praises and in predicting its
Here's hoping you soon qualify convey a letter in parcel:
finds them it is rath?r tiresome--i- n
"The department is in receipt greater successes of the future- - But why confine our thoughts
for you know, brother, that many
fact, it is something of a relittles make a much, and in the of information showing that the and actions to country? Why not think firsthand hardest of
flection upon the sincerity of
editorial purse there is always parcel described below, in which our
those preachers who pray for the
community?
Why not givt our best thought and our most
room for more.
rich and forget the poor.
enclosed
written
a
was
commu persistent efforts to the improving of local conditions and to a
we wisn mr. Morgan well, as
nidation was recently mailed at greater and more profitable development of adjacent farm lands?
do the beggar in tha street,
we
RcúghBiders Escort of Honor our
post office at the fourth class We honor the man who reveres añu3de?ehds his country, but we
we fear many of those prayers
as (parcel post) rate of postage. give equal admiration and respect to the one who thinks of home
San Diego, July.
were aimed at the Morgan pocket-boo- k
little formality as possible Col. lxie written communication is as well as of country.
and ascended nj higher
Theodore Roosevelt has just writ- first class matter and under the
than the ceiling.
ten President G. A. Davision of law, subjected the parcel to
post
the San Diego Exposition that he
would really like to know how many of our local tarmers
Fatal
at the rate of two cents an
age
will be a visitor to the Exposition
to materially increase their output this year. Eveexpect
or fraction of an ounce,
ounce
during the latter part of this
A carload of Toilet paper
ry farmer in the country has been repeatedly warned through the
month. Colonel Roosevelt has at which rate it should have
tremendous
a
will
witness
burned up between Gallup and
public press that the coming year
engaged hotel accomodations in been charged by you.
for all kinds of farm products at high prices, and
demand
oreien
Albuquerque. A spark from
San Diego, the reservation to beYour attention is, therefore, in
if there is one among us who does not rise to the occasion and
somebody's engine got into the
gin July 27.
vited to section ovo, and you
the
to
is
he
condition
not
abnormal
this
up
measuring
Nby
profit
car and set fire to the contents.
In the letter, written from are
requested to report the cir demands and the opportunities that confront him.
Colonel
Roosevelt
Car and all were consumed in a
Bay,
Oyster
cumstances under which you ac
is
a
in
It
pleasays part:"
great
short time. The train in which
sure to hear from you. I am cepted the parcel .'or mailing at
car was going was at Alaska
the
a
mat
you know that cooperation is mighty hne thingf
happy to say that I shall be in less than the first class rate of
between here and Albuquercooneration amoner the churches, and the societies, and the
San Diego to visit the Exposition postage".
odees, and the business men and the people is the backbone of
que. The wreck fell on the
but I would like as little formIn this connection attention town and
can hope to really thrive unNo
community
country?
muin line and blocked iraffic
ality as possible; for I hear, so is also invited to paragraph
value of cooperation, for unless we
and
lessons
the
til
it
leans
Exof
for a short time. Gallup Inde
the
much of the beauty
amended section 458 prescrib- pull together the loads drawn will be small and of slight avail.
position that I want to go around
pendent.
this town, for our
ing the conditions under which Let us have more of the spirit of cooperation ii
and see it:'.
and as yet undeveloped.
Roosevelt communications prepaid at the opportunities are many
Although Colonel
El Camino Real.
expresses a désire that there be first class rate may be attached
.no special ceremonies during his to parcels of fourth class matter
The State Highway
you feel peevish and want to smash a hat, tirst see mat tne
visit his wish probably will not prepaid at the rate for the latter
be
some
has just issued an "etown knocker's head is underneath. The hat may
be complied with for already class.
will not count.
xtremely artistic and interesting
The rules covering this mai loss but the head
Earnest Transfers
plans are formulated to have a
New
Whoever
great number of his former matter is as follows:
Office to Whittier. bo k entitled "Through
AND UNITED STATES.
MEXICO
NEW
CROP
JULY
REPORT,
Mexico on the Camino Real."
Rough Riders here to act as an shall knowingly conceal or en
escort of honor. Col. R. E. close any matter of a higher Bureau of
Weather
with
Pictures taken all alorg the
in
of
the
The formal transfer
Cooperation
Crop Estimates,
Twitchell, president of the New class in that of a lower class
records of the office of traveling route show the different types
Bureau, United States Department of Agriculture.
Mexico commission to the Expo- and deposit or cause the same
auditor and bank examiner has of roads, the magnificent scensition is now in the field, round, to be deposited for conveyance
UNITED been made bv Howell Earnest ery that abounds in all parts of
NEW
ing up the Rough Riders who bv mail, at a less rate, than
STATES
MEXÍCO.
to A. G. Whittier. The ction the country traversed by the
were with Roosevelt at San Juan. would be charged for such high
Bus. 2,530,000 2,810,000,000
CORN-Ju- ly
1 forecast
fined
in
be
now
shall
class
who
are
er
Those,
taken as a result of the re Camino Real, and the work that
engaged
matter,
2,576,000 2,672,804,000 was
Final, 1914
dol
hundred
one
in
than
more
Arizona,
not
Texas,
occupations
cent supreme court decision. has been done to mace this fa- 1 forecast
668,000,000
1,240,000
WINTER WHEAT-Ju- ly
New Mexico and California are lars.
when a formal 'metis road passable for auto
" 1,125,000
684,990,000 On April 1st,
Final, 1914
enthusiastic over the plan of esPostmasters shall examine
demand for the transfer of the traffic.
295,000,000
1 forecast.. "
843,000
corting Roosevelt and already packages when presented for SPRING WHEAT-Ju- ly
more than 100 have arranged to mailing.
206,027,000 records was made by State
.713,000
..
Final, 1914
Auditor Sargent. Mr. Earnest
Invoice of goods may be en
be here during his visit.
Report is True.
2,110,000 1,400,000,000
1 forecast
OATS-J- uly
on the
closed in package.
over
them
to
refused
turn
1,976,000 1,141,060,000
Final, 1914
Cents for Wool
Twenty-Eigthat there was a quesThe report that oil was dis393,000,000 ground
777,000
POTATOES -J- ulv 2 forecast
Roswell is After
of
bill.
of
the
the legality
covered at Columbus is true.
"
:.
405,921,000 tion
900,000
Final, 1914
The Fly's Scalp
The wool situation is not yet
Oil has been found on the north194,000,000
827,000
APPLE- S- July 1 forecast
cf
steadv. As high as 28 cents
writer
A
says
magazine
west quarter of section 16,
"
253,200,000
900,000
Final, 1914
The city council of Roswel
has been offered by Albuquer
Rufus F. Chapin:
"Walking
township 29, range 7 west.
for fly
' 91
85.2
1915..
HAY,
Julyl,
que buyers for exceptionally fine has appropriated $50
exercise-- he
has
favorite
his
is
The irrigation company has
be placed
81.7
" "
90
av.
grades, and seme has sold for traps. The traps will
traveled a great deal on land staked about 1800 acres of oil
grounds ALFALFA-Condit- ion
as low as 20.21 cents. Many at the
91.3 and sea." It is not difficult to
90
1 1915..
July
s ao
council
the
within
the
30
.
..
for
it
to
to
look
land and wilf develop oil incity,
go
86.1 believe that he
90
growers
av.
"9yr.
got considerable
with
in
line
a
of
tion
millions
as
sys
being
or
of water.
cents
better,
Deriving
91.3 exercise while walking on the stead
91
1915 .
men in Euproe must be warmly matic campaign now being PASTURE Condition July 1,
sea.
86.3
84
" "
av.
waged there against the fly.
clothed next winter.

$500.00 or $1,000.00?
When you reach
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THE BELEN NEWS

ever had.
me to buy

Published weekly by

The missus wanted it, and a new gun. The wife
some newfangled wants me to get her some stuff

things for the kitchen with some
of the money
said they would
á
save her good many steps, but
there's a piece of land I'll buy

Lumber, Coal, Wood and Kindling,
Sash, Doors and Glass, Paints and all Papers

Sunday dress, but the
one she s been wearing looks
all right to me, so I guess she'll
have to wait until next year.
instead.
Well, so long. See you later.
Ed: Thought you had all It does beat anything how exthe land you wanted?
travagant women are these
O. S.: Well, I don't need -- ays, don't it? -

The Hispano Americano
Publishing Co.
MARIANO S. SALAZAR,
Editor and Director.

Belen, New Mexico
Subscription: $2.00 per year.

for a new

BUILDING MATERIAL OF ALL KINDS

PEOPLES LUMBER COMAPNY
BELEN, NEW MEXICO

this parcel, 'specially, but I
Thanks, like banks pay golden
reckon the old lady can get
interest.
along well enough for another
Official Paper Valencia Co. year or two
A tight shoe is better than a
Ed: I suppose you are go-i- n
Entered as second class matter January 4. 1913,
"tight" head.
to the Albuquerque Fair?
at the postoffice at Belen. New Mexico, under the
Act of March 1 1879.
O. S.: You bet. Wouldn't
When a man gets "pickled"
it. My wife s exhibiting the kids
miss
intended
for
Matter
get tickled.
publication
some fruits and needlework, and
must be signed by the author, not
she wants to go and see the
When you elevate your work
necessarilly for publication, but
but I told her the work will elevate you.
awarded,
prizes
for our protection. Address
she'd better stay ct home with
The News, Belen, N M..
the kids this year.
No, the pot is not simmering
Ed.: Did you get that new in Mexico. The darned thing has
PHONE No. 34
waterworks
installed in melted.

Even our old reliable volcanoes
are consumed with envy.

Strictly in advance

.

The wage erumbler is usually
paid in proportion to the services
he renders

ing behind your back. Be thank- :
a
e
iui ii is nut lu yuur laue.
men are so impartial
cuss
the dog, the cat and
they
the wife all in the same breath.
Some

quarter of 1914), yielded

08

pounds in the first
quarter of 1915, and with the
same or increased production
for the second quarter, will produce for the first half of 1915
more than was produced in the
last half of 1914, but less than
the first half of 1914, the yield
lf
being about equal to
of the 1914 output.
The yield
for the last two quarters of 1915
can easily surpass the first two
quarters, wih a consequent
yearly produ tion greater than
for 1914.
Lead shipments from Victcrio
district, Luna County, and from
Magdalena, Socorro county,
have fallen off.
Increased :hipments of zinc
carbonate and zinc sulphide concentrates have been made from
the three importan! zinc districts,
Magdalena, Hanover, and Cook
Peak districts.
one-ha-

SELHS1I.
O.d Man Sdfish dropred
OLD

to

THE BELEN NEWS

fice fhe other

in-

The physical courage of some
people is so great they will fight
anything from a mosquito to a

gnat.
Before asking your opinion of
the war be good enough to state
your own.
plomat.

BISHOP

CHRISTIANITY

WARREN

is a

CHANDLER,

money-makin-

of

g,

Copyright, 1913, A. B. Kinchbaum Co.

We never kick at the fellow
who does not measure up to our
standard. Not all people can be
expected to attain our high de
gree of wisdom.

Georgia.

wealth creating

We told a pestiferous idler to
go to the devil the other day, and
the addle pated shrimp had the
r.erve to plank himself right
down by our side.

selves reformers.
I cannot follow men who know no way to get the rats
out of the barn except by burning the building to the

ground.
I is not big business, but bad business we have to fear.
Our political probers produce more pus than purity:?.
The commerce which has' no international outlook is'but
a step removed from the trade huksters.
Hovering over the field are thousands of those black vultures which we call demagogues, and in true buzzard
fashion picking out first the eyes of their victims to make
sure of the carrion' they would devour.

FOURTH

OF JULY

A subscriber writes that presidents, preachers and editors are
not infallible. Of course not.
Great men never are, but they
are about the only ones who admit it.

of-

AN EXCLUSIVE STYLE
Every Spring and Summer Model is
our stock is created exclusively for Kirschfashion authoris
baum by
ties. As a result, all our styles show the
refined individuality and taste that are appreciated by the man of fashion.
fabric
Guaranteed pure,
world-famou-

ol

London-shrun-

k,

hand-tailori-

expert

throughout, and fit as well as latest
correct style.
For an ideal warm weather suit, of
unequaled value, style and comfort examine our Kirschbaum J! 8 Special Blui
Guaranteed unfadable. '
Serge.
1

HOSIERY OFFER

Warranteed

Hosiery For
Men and Women
Wear-Ev- er

Ladies' Special Offer
For Limited Time Only-- Six
pair of our finest 35c value
ladies' guaranteed hose in black
or tan colors with ..written guarantee, for $1.00 and 5 stamps for
postage.
SPECIAL OFFER FOR MEN
For a limited time only, six
pairs of our finest 35c value Guar
anteed Hose, with written guar
antee and a pair of our well
known Men's Paradise Garters
for One Dollar, and 5 stamps for ,
postage.
You know these hose; they
stood the test wheñ all others
failed. They give real foot comfort. They have no seams to rip,
They never become loose and
baggy as the shape is knit in, not
pressed in. They are Guaranteed
for fineness, for style, for superiority of material and workmanship, absolutely stainless and to
wear six months without holes,
or a new pair free.
Don't delay; send in your order
before offer expires. Give cor-

rect size.
WEAR-EVE-

HOSIERY
PANY, Dayton, Ohio.

COM-

R

AUTOMOBIE TIRES AT

FACTORY PRICES
SAVE FROM

to 60 PER CENT

30

Tire

SEXUAL

Tube

Reliner

28x3
30x3

KNOWLEDGE

LETTER

Dear Bill your Letter was Received & i was Very glad
to Hear from you that you was Well & the Nice time you had
Out Fishin well i said id rite so Please xcuse the pen
and the Handwritin which i Gess looks jes like our old Hen
Was makin marks for you to Read But never mind hear goes
you Want to know just how us Kids put in e Fourth i spose
well Bill i've got 3 Fingers left & Hoap you'v got the same
But paw sed After this hear Fourth why gettisburg was tame
the Firecrackers was good this year & went off with a Bing
Remember how last years ones sizzed, these make the welkin Ring
well we had 27 packs which with the Gurls packs made
just 30 wh.at us Kids shot off because Gurls is afraid
youd laffed to see the fambly Cat jump over the back Fence
& Chase herself just when the Fun was reddy to commence
The gurls helped to unbraid the pack They come in handy there
cause Kids pulls out the Stems unless they takes a lot of Care
& in the first Bunch was 3 Kings and Quite a lot of queans
I wonder why the yeller ones make more Noise.than the Greens
the Gurls would light one in the Ground then scream and run
away
but Frekerently they dont go off & then it doesnt pay
its better if you wait until the Fuse begins to sizz
Then toss em quick up in the airThey bang then and dont sizz
we put some under a Tin Can youd ort to heard em crack
& then what did we go an do but let off a hole Pack
the Cannon Cracker followed nex and goodness what a Roar
& when we went up to the Place a grate big Hole was toar
at Noon we feasted on Ice Cream and drank Pink lemonade
then went down to the Tournament gave by the Fire brigade
hose coupling contests fat Mans races nothin you cant name
& then down on the Ball lot was a reel champeenship
game
at Nite down on the Green they had a Bier fireworks DisDlav
& my i Gess them Skyrockets just turned Nite into dav
well that is All i guess Kite soon and is the dog alrite
& how is them new ginnie Pigs that came the other Nite
Well i must cloas now cause the Kids is goin in to swim
p. S. does Lizzie think im mad? i aint
yours Truly,
JIM.

THESE SUITS HAVE

"Every time a married woman
sees a comfortable looking old
maid she wonders a little if she
has made the best investment of ILLUSTRATED 320 PAGES
her own life," says an exchange.
And doubtles that is the case with
Tells all about sex matters ; what
the wife of the cuss who wrote
this slam at the married relation. young men and women, young
wives and husbands and all others
to know about the sacred
need
We were dutifully
shocked
laws
that
govern the sex forces.
when women commenced to ride
Plain truths of sex life in relation
astride and wear breeches, but
' 'Seto happiness in marriage.
we survived. Now we have the
of manhood and woman"closer to nature" women who crets"
sexual
hood;
abuses,;social evil,
dance bare legged on the grass,
etc.
diseases,
and our sight is growing dim.
Tomorrow it will be "back to The latest, most advanced and
comprehensive work that has ever
the Garden of Eden" and we'll
been issued on sexual hygiene.
just naturally fall dead.
Priceless instruction for those
who are ready for the true inner
teaching.
This book tells nurses, teachers,
doctors, lawyers, preachers, social workers, Sunday School teachDICTIONARY
ers and all others, young and old,
THE MER?vlA:.1 WEBSTER
what all need to know about sex
The Only New unabridged dicin
matters. By Winfield Scott Hall,
many years.
tionary
Contains tbo pith and essence
of an authoritativo library. Ph. D., M. D. (Leipzig).

WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL

"$ 7,20 $1.65
$1.35
7.80
1.95
1.40
30x31-- 2
10.80
2.80
1.00
32x21-- 2
11.90
2.95
2.00
34x31-- 2
12.40
3.00
2.05
32x4
13.70
3.35
2.40
33x4
14.80
3.50
2.45
34x4
16.80
3.60
2.60
36x4
17.85
3.90
2.80
35x41-- 2
19.75
4.85
3.45
36x41-- 2
19.85
4,90
3.60
37x41-- 2
21.50
5.10
3.70
37x5
24.90
5.90 .
4.20
All other sizes in stock. Non-Ski- d

tires

per cent additional,
red tubes ten per cent above gray.
All new, clean, fresh,
guaranteed
tires. Best standard and independent makes. Buy direct from
us and save money. 5 per cent
discount if payment in full accompanies each order. C. O. D.
on 10 per cent deposit. Allowing
examination.
TIRE FACTORIES SALFS CO
Dept. A
Dayton, Ohio.
15

SAXTA FE TIME CARD.

Effective Feb. 7th, 1915

,

.

.

day to ask us to
extend his subscription bill for
sixty days. The following conversation ensued:
Editor: What are you doing
in town today, Mr. Selfish?
O. S.: Come in to buy some
stuff for the old lady, but after
I got some tobaccy and played
a few games of pool with the
boys and ordered a box of mailorder cigars I didn't have no
money left.
Ed: How was your crop?
Fine!
O. S.:
Biggest I

are some di

The first lesson in diplomacy is
count 999,999,999
before exan
honest
pressing
opinion. In
the meantime any bid lie will do.

For one I'm tired of the revolutionists who call them-

HIS

We

SPECIAL

Clothes Values in America

Don't worry over people laugh-

BUSINESS PUNCHES.
By

The Greatest

Pull a long face if you must.
but hang a mask over it while
others are around.

plant
THE .YEW MEXICO
your house this year?
Between Europe, Huerta and
MIXES rilOSPEEO us
O. S.: No. That was an
the devil, Uncle Sam is getting
The mines of New Mexico, other of my wife's ideas. I peeved.
reckon we don't actually need it.
during the first six months of
The Mrs. is purty strong, and If General Huerta is really pin1915, will show a consistent inshe's plenty able to tote water ing for his old time sulphuric accrease in output of all the metal?,
for a few more vears.
tivity he might swap jobs with
except copper and lead, accordEd.: Going home tonight? the devil.
ing to Charles W. Henderson
O. S.:
Nope. Going to
of the United btates Geological
Take another tack, brother.
around
and see the picture To
stay
tell your enemy to go to hell
mills
Survey. The cyanidation
show. I want to look at Jed is
to expose your ignorance
but
of the Mogollón district, Socorro
Beams team too; think I'll buy of modern conditions.
county, which annually yield 70
per cent of the gold yield and
80 per cent ol the silver output
have been operated continuously. An increased yield of gold
bullion and concentrates has
been made in the Elizabethtown
district, Colfax county. Heavily increased shipments of siliceous and copper ore carrying
gold have been made from the
Lordsburg district, Grant coun
Some exceptionally high
ty,
grade gold ores have been ship- ed from Pinos Altos. The
Chino Copper Company, which
produced 56,841,977 pounds of
copper in 1914 (with a below
normal production in the last

Kirschbaum
Clothes 1520 25

Covers

every field of knowl- -

edco. An Encyclopedia in a
singlo book.
The Only Dictionary witL the
New Divided Pago.
27C0 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost

nearly

half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkablo cinglo volume.

uciuars, etc.
líame this
and
er

vo will

send free
a set of

Pccict
Maps

Belen, New Mexico.

Northbound.

Newspaper Comments:
"Scientifically correct."
"Accurate and
cago Tribune!
Chi-

810 Kans. City and

rx
1

is

G. &C. Merriam Co.

Sprlngdeld,

MMlf

Dep.

am

am

Chgo. Express
5:45
5:45
PhiladelphiaPress. 816 Kans. City and p m p m
- Chgo.
"Standard book of knowledge."
5:00
Pasgr.
5:32
Philadelphia Ledger. The New
Southbound
York World says: "Plain truths
p.m. p.m.
for those who need or aught to 809 Mexico Express 11:30 11:59
know them for the prevention of
evils.

815

Under plain wrapper for only
$1.00. Coin or Money Order,
postage ten cents extra.

El Paso Psgr.

MIAMI IUBLISI1IKG
PAN Y
Dayton, Ohio.

am

am

10:55

10:55

Eastbound
22 Chgo.. &

Texas

Flyr
i

Ar.

COM- 21

p m
11:45

Westbound
The Missionary
5:05
C. F.

Jones,

.

p m
11:55
5:30

Agent

-

DELINQUENT

Bluewater Land & Irriga
Garley Elias
503.57 Garley Estanislao
tion Co.
12.62
tate of
Brooks B. J.

TAX SALE

County of Valencia.

I, the undersigned Treasurer
Collector of taxes
and
for the County of Valencia in the
State of New Mexico, hereby
give notice that I will, on- - the
first day of October 1915, at the
Ex-Offic-

io

.52 Murray G.

Montoya Elias R.

Es- -

16.75 Montoya Elias R.
2.02 Montoya Elias R.
5.23 News Printing Company
4.75 New Mtxjco Realty Co.

72.35 Gonzales Gregoi io

BarelaE.

F.

20.82 Gurule Felix
1.93 Gutierrez Amado
Baca Adolfo
17.47
2.06 Garcia Jesus Estate of
Baca Epimenio
10.54
13.21 George Richard
Baldonado Miguel
3.34
8.01 Garcia David
Baca Onofre
21.13
129.30 Garcia Jose Manuel
Baca de Padilla Luz
243.55
6.01 Garcia David
Baca Simplicia
.08 Garcia y Gabaldon Ignacio 8.80
Baca y Chaves José Ma.
3.28 Garcia v Castillo Andres 8 58
Baca Antonio
6.82
7.29 Hanna C, R,
Baca Barela José
6.82 Haney J. T.
Chapman De Witt
6.82
6.82 Hosken Wm.
Colby A. L.
20.80
Stella
6,82 Holdinghausen
Crom be Victor
3.54
47.17
Hill Qyde O.
W.
F.
Campbell
2.54 Home Bond 8t Loan
Castillo Lotario
52.08
2.92
Chaves Frailan
Company
1.64
07 Hunt T. J.
Chaves Ignacio"
6.58
5.21 Haverkampf H. J.
Chaves Pedro G.
Barela Romulo

15.06 Vallejos Demetrio
8.95 Vohs Wm. & Co.
10.25 Vallejos Ambrosio
Manuel
8.95 Vigil
Villa Agustín B.
17.36
Watson W. H.
100.01
Whidden Chas. D,

13. 8

62.23
2.27

POLITICAL

3.19

UBS

2.33
6.82
8.02

4.70
Ortega Domingo A.
6.82
Wright J. B,
Otero M. T. Estate of
2.79
Wells Alvan
.52
25.74
Otero M. T. Estate of
Wilson C. N.
9.04
16.28
Overton C. T. Estate of
2.97
fore6.82 Zamora Jose Maria.
the
Free
in
Puleston.
hour of ten o'clock
T.
J.
Pittman
LAND GRANTS.
noon, at the Court House of said
8.33
Poniente Juan
for
offer
sale, separateCounty,
1,727.69
12.52 Acoma Pueblo Grant
Padilla Eugenio
209.35
ly and in consecutive order, each
71.58 Belen Land Grant
Perry Ben
which
Gasa
of
Colorada
Land
property upon
parcel
3.43
Peña Pablo
Grant
115.43
Perea Desjderiq
4.7Q
any delinquent taxes are shown
Pueblo
Grant
2,128.86
Laguna
Padiila
2.12
Manuel
by the tax rolls for the year
Lo de Padilla Grant
937.44
L. Bradford
56.93
Prince
thereof
as
much
so
or
may
1914,
San
Clemente
Land
6.96
Padilla Vicente
be necessary to realize the reGrant
' 8.54
371.52
.
Palmer R. A.
& Antonio
Sedillo
spective amounts due, which
Joaquin,
53.38
Proyencher Edward
Gutierrez Grant
443.88
sale shall continue until no later
155.89
Provencher Telisfor
18.34
than Four o'clock in the afte4.86 Tafoya Plaza de Juan
Padilla Jose Manuel
29.55
Pohl Richard
rnoonand from day to day at
33.79 Pino Alejandro
2.10
the same hours, until all of said Chaves v Castillo Ramon 10.83 Hakes D. E.
10.15
28.91
Perea
Jose
C.
R.
Jr.
Ignacio
Hakes
property shall be sold or until ChinnH.B.
39.42
12.93 RadcüíTe Emma H.
3.01 Haverkarnpf H. J.
the amounts due shall be' paid Castillo Ignacio
Pvadcliffe
Wm.
1,36
IJ,
3.34
16.85 Henry John W.
or realized, but such aale shall Chaves Ambrocio
12.44
Raff Carlos
86.03
7.81 Heath J. T.
not continue for more than thir Chaves Jose P.
1.01
Reagan C. E.
14.56
S.
Jeanette
Hill
Jose
Sanchez
Chaves
.44
y
Reynolds T. B.
ty days.
5.29
1.02
Chas.
F.
8.46
S.
Jones
Romero
Juan
Edwigen
Following herewith is a list
13.07 Ramirez Nicolas
1.60
26.89 Jones Delia U.
of the persons whose taxes are Castillo Vences
1.23
Romero
Saturnii.o
5.20
aramillo Ramon
delinquent with the amount of Chaves Estéban
Romero
15.97
Placido
J.
7.86
aramillo Valentin
taxes which are delinquent set Chaves José Ma.
Romero Saturnino
92
CONGRESS SHOULD GIVE THEM
3.Q8
8.66 Jaramillo Juan
1.72
Rael Demetrio
opposite; said amounts being Casias Manuel
PREFERENCE IN APPRO1.92 Raff Carlos
3.92 Jaramillo Procopio
21.38
PRIATIONS.
payable together with interest Candelaria Serafín
.86 Sanders Abraham D.
2.17 aramillo Jurbencio V.
8.02
Candelaria Praiedis
from the time they became
16.03
.22.91 Sanders C. F.
2.13 Jaramillo Celina C.
and costs accrued Castillo Demetrio
By Peter Radford,
S.
W.
6.82
Standard
22.65
19.62 Jaramillo Leopoldo
Chaves Higinio
thereon.
This nation ia now entering upon
2.45 Soutwestern Agricultural
7.01 LJohnston Joseph T.
Silvestre Mirabal, Connelly Julian P.
766.95 an era of marine development. The
Corporation
o European commerce has
1.13 Jaramillo Manuel Anto. 19.74 Sanchez Maximiliano
Col Carabaj al Felipe
Treasurer and
6.94 wreckage
drifted to our shores and the world
6.82
lector of Valencia County, New Chaves Dionicio Estate of 27.67 Kelly R. P.
1.85 war is making unprecedented deSanchez Fred
17.76
B.
6.77
.
H.
Kennebeck
2.72 mands for the products of farm and
C.
Lola
Clifford
Stubbs
Mexico.
Chaves
In transportation facilities
factory.
.94 Southwestern Agricultural 5.17 Kennedy William C.
on land we lead the world but our port
Aragón y Baca Francisco 14.90 Chaves Maximo
25.35 facilities are inadequate, and our flag
73.88
Corporation Kile George L.
3.87 Chaves Patricio
Artista Nicanor
2.96 is seldom seen in foreign ports, ii
Stockton
Frank
6.82
10.31 Lay F. H.
A ra crin Federico
2.23 Chaves Macario
our government would only divert the
6.87
Sais Victor
energy we have displayed in conquer
6.82
O.
Linden
Co.
48.10
J.
Mercantile
2.95
Abreu Francisco
Chapman
8.68 ing the railroads to mastering the
Sanchez Adolfo B.
.
Ó.79 Sanchez David
6.68 Lobato Gelacio
Ambrosio
2.95
Chaves
.34 commerce of the sea, a foreign bot
Vidal
Armijo
tom would be unknown on the ocean's
13.62
M.
6.19
Lockard
E.
11.82
Isaias
EsauiDula
Chaves
Sanchez
9.31
G.
Águirre Pilar y
highways.
1.10
6.57 Sanchez Jose S.
176.95 Lienau Mrs. P. M.
This article will be confined to a
7.17 Chaves y P. Manuel
Aragón Carlos
discussion of our ports for the pro.
7.66
S.
Nicolas
Sanchez
17.24
4.80 Lamb L. E. Sr.
1.04 Chaves Teodocio
our
Aragcn y Sanchez Feo.
7.21 ducts of the farm must pass over We
433.Í7 Serna y Baca Juan
wharfs before reaching the water.
7,35 Layson Robert C.
2.39 Carabaial Eusebio
Aragón y Chaves José
'
A.
2,83 have in this nation 51 ports, of which
Sanchez
964 SarracinoEugenio
14.65
de Aragón Anamaria
5.73 Chaves Alejandro
Alarid Josefa Estate of
.97 41 are on the Atlantic and 10 are on
Clemente T.
The
7.48
18
67
Antonio
Luna
Gonzales
Juan
6.02
v
M.
Chaves
2.54 the Pacific Coast.
Soto Jose Leon
Apodaca Juan
Congress appropriated over $51,000,- 10.99
Melcor
20.02
2.49
Luna
Sandoval Perfecto
C00 for improving
our Rivers and
Aragón Francisco y Baca 23.82 Chaves Vicente & Bro.
35.34 Harbors and private enterprise levies
49.84 Sandoval Procopio
2.21 Lancaster Simon
1.24 Castillo José Felipe
Jacobo
Araron
B
$50,000,000
2.42 a toll of approximately
4.22 Lopez Emelio Estate cf 26.22 Sais Luis
annually in wharfage and charges for
Aragón y Vigil Ramon 13.04 Chaves Adolfo
1.87
Maximiliano
which no tangible service is rendered.
6.82 Sanchez
' 4.70 Meyer Otto
9.69 Chaves Albino
Archuleta Amado
.42 The latter Item should be lifted off
Sedillo
Gregorio
1.49
Mireles Perfecto
8.36 Chaves Antonio José &
Archuleta Jesus Maria
8.47 the backs of the farmer of this na
Sichler Andrew
tion and this can be done by Congress
13.62
C.
Mr
10.63
77,62 Moody
13.83 directing its appropriations to ports
Allred John
Sanchez Pedro
Crespin Muriaga
6.82 Sedillo y Otero Juan
3.05 Mouch R. J,
7.53 that are free where vessels can tie up
9.57 Chaves Felix
Adams Chas.
to a wharf and discharge her cargo
13.62
16.77
Silva
18.35
Andrew
Miguel
Mueller
of
Teófilo
109.80 Chaves
Adams H . E. Estate
free of any fee or charge.
1.94
.
A free port Is progress.
It takes
182,25 Sabedro Dionicio
1.10 Mandell Bros.
21.55 Cordova Ignacio
Allen A. D.
13.32 out the unnecessary link in the chain
2nd.
Francisco
Salazar
3.26
2.64 Miller H. B.
.60 Chaves v Sanchez Jose
Aragón Federico
55.51 of transactions in commerce which
Sanchez Miramon
has for centuries laid a heavy hand
2.92
31.13
McBride
&
Benito
Santos
2.95
Benceslao
Miguel
Chayes
3.09 upon commerce. No movement is so
Aragón
Sais Primitivo
5.42 Mazon Leopoldo Estate of 1.97 Sais Victor
7.92 ChaviraJose
26.92 heavily laden with results or will
Aragón Candelario
.17
Montaña
1.27
2.16 more widely and equally distribute
2.59 Chavira Manuel
Apaoito
Sanchez Adolfo
Aragón Cirilio
its benefits as that of a free port
51.75
636.59
Sanchez Ambrosio
43.47 McFarlane Wm.
4.23 Carr Clark M
and none can be more easily and ef
Aragón Manuel L.
48.96 fectively secured.
Severo
Sanchez
.22
Marauez
Jose
146.09
A.
4.06
C.
Carr
Nestor
Araron
Eugene
e
5.41
.98 Sanchez de Vigil Isabel
55.25 Montoya Procopio
H. A.
6.36
Feo.
Clawson
Sanchez
Aragón y
28.23
THE LAYMAN'S DUTY
X.
Frank
Sanchez
267.34
13.48 McSpadden T. L.
.32 Carr E. A. State of
1.58
Armijo Jose F.
Sanchez Nicolas S.
4.07
FeliDe
13.48 Marauez
3.64 Carr E. A. State of
There never was a time when
Felix
Arasron
-1
Southwestern Agricultural
p,
and politicians formed an
preachers
3.45
6.82 Marauez Roman
94.37
American Lumber Co. 9,988.6 Davis J. F.
Corporation
unholy alliance that civilization did
2.50 not shriek out and Christianity cry
2.48 Sais Antonio
2.65 Mirabal Jose H.
Baca de Romero Trinidad 5.52 Didier&Coe
S!cce the beginning of gov
1.49 aloud.
Manuel
Serna
2.82
Montano
Manuel
12.13 DilsJohn
4.05
Brown J. N.
ernment, politicians have sought to
4.72
1.04 Silva J. Procoüio
.36 Montova Federico
decoy the ministry into the meshes of
10,49 Duran Francisco
Baca Adolfo C.
Stern Schloss & Company 16.27 politics and make them carry banners
15.52 Didier & Coe
44.09 Moya Leopoldo
They have
Baca Marcos A.
6.82 in political processions.
Thomas F. F.
3.82
taken the ministry to the mountain
10.35 Maes v Alarid Manuel
6.82
6,30 Dillon F. A.
A.
A.
ñaca Maria Urbana
S.
Thomas
j
top of power and offered to make them
22.54 TisdaleJ. S.
26.72 Mancum
3.17 monarch of all they surveyed, and
Kav'
5.17 Desmont Caroline
Baca y Sanchez Luis
o
8.31 while most of them have said, "Get
Torres Dionicio
24.9 Mazon Leopoldo
."Hca y Chav. Jose Maria 25.44 Duran Teófilo
have
.98 thee behind me Satan," a few
S.
ferio
Por
Torres
951.27
Estate of
31.28
fallen with a crash that has shaken
Jose M. ó.é Dias Solomon
Knmero
---t,
mea
12.85 Trujillo y Miera Jesus Ma. 1.64 every pulpit in Christendom.
6.10 Fernandez Ismael Garza 4.79 Mirabal Gilberto
Tesus
.nro
d
5.27
aiiws
ua.il
9.35 Tabet Carlos
1.03 Mirabal Remijio
7,23 Feálds Charles
2.70
v
v
Garcia
Juan
Torres
J.
Beardsley
NOTICE
1.44
21.27 Márquez Antonio
5.29
3,25 Frank John
Jose F. & Bartolo
M.
Trujillo
Wtn.
Berger
.59 Toledo Hipólito
.78
7.35 Montoya Bacilio
7.32 Gavaldon Cornelia
Poll tax must be paid. Re
Byers H. E.
1
3.68
1.68
of
Ramon
Estate
Toledo
Mazon
14.46
6.20
to the undersigned imme
GoochBenT.
Leopoldo
mit
Benavides Manuel
4.60
Alfredo
9.64
Trujillo
Paula
4.37
de
M.
Venceslao
Jaramillo
to avoid additional costs
7.22 Gallegos
Benavides Serapia
28.69 diately
A.
E.
Tietjen
27.55
17.12 Miera E. A.
Daniel L. Romero.
3.48 Garcia Ismael
7.02
Baca Pedro
Telles Jose Leon
8.50
2.86
David
Gonziles
Moya.Ricardo
Mrs.
48.01
Tnana Vallev Cattle Co.
Byrd Mrs. M. H. and
12.78 Ulibarri Bias
2.99 McTague Bartley
FOR SALE or trade a complete
Pablo
Gonzales
52
93.83
Patterson
,
4.52
cone and cream chips outfit
6.20 Marquez Juan Antonio
Unknown Owners of Gil81 Gonzales Leonardo
Baca Juan
"What
have you to exchange?
87.80
5.47
herts Addition
,40 Mova Jose
Gurule Perfecto
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By

Peter Rcdfcrd,

There never was a tinte in the history of this nation when we heeded
statesmen more cr agitators less than
at the prcscut incucnt. The opportunities now afforded us oa lanJ and
sea demand the best there is in statecraft and the possibilities that ara confronting us c:.!l for national issues
that unite the people, build industry
and expand tntde.
The agricultural
and industrial development
of this
nation has suffered severely at the
hands of agitators who have sent
torpedoes crashing into the port side
of business and whose neglect cf the
interests of the farmer makes them
little less than political crimináis. We
want no mere of these evil spirits to
predominate in government. Too long
their hysterical cry has sent a shiver
down the spina! column of industry.
Too long have ths political agitators
capitalized strife, pillaged progress
and murdered opportunity.
An industrial corpse is net a desirable thing,
a crippled busn.es.-- . an achievement or
an accomplishment
about,
neglect
which any representative of the
ha3 a right to boast
Issues that Breed Agitators Should be
Eliminated.

The political agitator must be eliminated from public life before thoughtful consideration can be given to a
constructive program in government.
The liquor question is the most prolific breeding ground for agitators and
whether pro cr ar.ti, the hatch is
equally as undesirable. This article
is in no sense a discussion of the ii- tsuor question

but deals solely and by

pay of illustration with the political
Other subproducts of that issue.
jects will bo dealt with in the order
of their importance.
In the history of our government
the liquor issuo has never produced
a constructive statesman worth mentioning and it never will. It has sent
more freaks to Congress, Lilliputians
to the Senate and incompetents to
office than any other political issue
under the sun.
The recent experience cf the English Parliament which lashed itself
into a fury over the liquor question
has a lesson that it is we'll for the
farmers of this nation to observe; for
the subject in some form cr other is
constantly before the public for solution and ofttimes to the exclusion of
more important problems to the Amer-

ican plowmen.
Too Many Political Drunkards,
the Prohibition leader
of Europe who led the prohibition fight
in England, has declared that he will
never again take a drink politically
and there are many American politi
cians pro and anti who would render
their country a service uy climbing
on the water wagon or signing a pledge
Too often
of political temperance.
our legislative halls are turned into
s
and many of the
political
members become intoxicated cn liquor
discussions. We have too many political drunkards pro and anti in
affairs. No one who is a slave
to the political liquor habit is quite
so capable of dealing with the business affairs of government as the
We have few
sober and industrious.
public men in this day who are strong
enough to resist the Temptation of
strong drink politically and when the
demon Rum once becomes firmly entrenched in the mind of a politician,
ho is less capable of meeting the demands for constructive statesmanship
now confronting this nation.
We have in this country too many
both pro and
politicians
anti. A candidate with political delirium tremens, a preacher with political snakes in his boots and an agitator
drunk on the liquor question are the
eaddest sights in civilization and they
should all be forced to take the political Keeley Cure.
It is far more important in government to make it easier for those who
toil to eat than to make it more difficult for a few topers to drink. There
is not one person in one hundred of
our rural population that ever touches
liquor but we all eát three times a
day.
Lloyd-Georg-
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Expositions

THE

Here's tie chance you've
teen waiting for an opportunity to visit California at
slight expense.
It a doubly interesting this
year, because of the great
world s fairs at SanFrancisco
and San Diego.

B ELEN

I
x
X

anrorma

The Santa Fe is the only lin
to both Expositions.
On the way Grand Canyon of
Arizona and Petrified Forest.
Let me sen A yen our ill nitrated 'crow

continent guide book and Exposition fold-e- n
and tell you about the eheap iarei on
the Santa Fe.

For Sale or Trade For Real early ordering. We sell direct tising Spearmint Chewing Gum
only, giving purchaser the ad- and desire to place a big box of
Estate.

of all middlemen's pro this fine, healthful gum into every
One first class two seat car vantage
fits.
home. It sweetens the breath-whit- ens
1 team of black
and
a
No
the teeth and aids digesriage
STRONG! READ RUBBER CO.
tion.
It is refreshing and pleashorses. No better team in town.
Dayton, Ohio.
To everyone sending
to
all.
ing
Apply at this office.
us but 50c and 5 stamps to cover
FREE "EVELYN THAW" BRACELET
shipping costs we'will ship a big
M. C. SPICER
box of 20 regular 5c packages of
of
These
beautiful
two
the Spearmint Gum and include
pieces
Attorney at law
the elegant "Tango" necklace
are
the
craze'
popular
jewelry
Practice' nT All the Courts of the State
and "Evelyn Thaw" bracelet ab- in
New
women
among society
Belen, New Mexico
I
York and the largest cities. They solutely free.
This offer is for a short time
are neat and elegant gold finished
articles that will gladden the heart only. Not more than 2 orders to
Very Serious
of every girl or woman, no matter one party. Dealers not allowed
It is a very serious matter to ask
how young or old, Very stylish to accept this.
for one medicine and have the
UNITED SALES COMPANY
and attractive.
wrong one given you. For this
Our Free Offer: We are adver Dayton, Ohio
P. O. Box 101
reason we urge you in buying to
be careful to get the genuine

NEWS

BUCK- - DRAUGHT
Liver Medicine

ares'

!

:e
o
o
0

WE 'SOLICIT THE SAVING DEPOSITS

The reputation cf this old, reliable medicine, for constipation, indigestion and liver trouble, is firmly established. It does not imitate
other medicines. It is better than
others, or it would not be the fa
vorite liver powder, with a larger
sale than all others combined.
SOLD IN TOWN
F2

of business men and professional men;

amare

of
A NAN NEEDS

EVERYTHING
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e
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Kirschbaum
Clothes 15 20 25

o

The Greatest

Complete Shaving Outfit
10 Articles 10

$1

ToadvertiseourUniversalShav-in-

g

Clothes Values in America

e
G
O
O

e

9

book-keeper- s;

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

Outfit and Universal Products
we will for a limited time only,
send this well worth $3.00 Shav
ing Outfit for $1.00. We sell our
products to the coi sumer direct
and therefore you save all agents'
profits which as you know are
very large.
1 Hollow Ground Razor.
1
Lather Brush.
1 Razor Strop, Canvas Back.
1 Nickel Easel Back Mirror.
1
Barber Towel.
1 Bar Shaving Soap.
1 Box Talcum Powder.
1 Decorated China Mug.
1 Aluminum Barber Comb.
1 Bristle Hair Brush.
Agents need not write.
Each outfit packed in neat box
$1.00. Coin or Money Order,
postage, 10c extra.
UNIVERSAL PRODUCTS CO.

O

o
o
e
o

1$

clerks and
of mechanics and laborers;
of sales girls and housekeepers;
of married women and single women;
of young people and children.

First National Bank
Belen, New Mexico.

33-in-

opportunity to
inform its Customers
that it has enlarged its
Plant which will enable
Us to accommodate the growAKES this

t
e

a

Dayton, Ohio.
PREMIER

ing demand for all kinds of

Non-Punctu-

Auto

re

You can have a beautiful Starek piano in your own home for 30 dava'2
.
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:
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n. :
i paying
iiiiii wimuui
auyuiing in aavance. All xe ass is mat you 'Will
use
oO
and
test
for
tím
tins
at
end of that thmplay upon,
days. Ii,
piano
you do not find it the highest grade, sweetest toned and finest piano in cverv
I
way, that you have ever seen tor the monev. vou an- at nrrfeet libertv in
it back, and we will in that event, pay the freight both ways, This
3jsend
ox
- n:
uu UUt VI jitULTU IS nO SftlG.
i
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Job Work and Commercial

ABSOLUTE DURABILITY
AS WELL AS SPLENDID
STYLE IN OUR

Printing.

Tire

Copyright, 1913, A. B. Kirtchhaum Co.

Guaranteed 7,500 Miles
Service

Save $150.00 or More

KIRSCHBAUM SPRING &

These tires bear the greatest
known mileage guarantee, yetare
fabric means long sold at a price even less than tires
Guaranteed
wear. The thorough
of ordinary guarantee. This guarOur antee covers punctures,
s
gives permanent
clothes retain their fashionable appearance
and general wear. Guarantee
as long as you wear them.
covers 7,500 miles service against
Kirschbaum SpeOne of our specials
These
cial Serge Suit at $ 8 is woven with everything except abuse.
for
and
most
severe
for
intended
extra
are
tires
strength
warp
staunchness ia wear, Yet the ine twill service.
makes it the lightest of serges. See these
Orders have been received for
beautiful,
deep, rich, unfadable bluo
these
tires for use in United States
serges.
.Government Service.
WHY send away for your As a SPECIAL INTRODUCLetter Heads and Envelopes TORY offer, we will allow the folwhen you can have them for lowing prices for the next ten
days:
home.
the same
SUMMER SUITS

i

ol

,

3

blow-out-

shape-keepin-

3

1

two-pl- y

:9
O

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

25-Ye-

Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

9
9
9

Belén, N. M.
9

price at
a Trial.

C FOR YOUR DEN

Yale and Harvard, each 9x12 in.
Princeton, Cornell, Michigan
Each 7 in. x 21 in.
All best quality felt with felt
heading, streamers, letters and
mascot executed in proper colors.
This splendid assortment sent
postpaid for 50 cents and 5 stamps
to pay postage. Send now.
HOWARD SPECIALTY COMPANY
Dayton. Ohio.

Helen

O

99999999999999999999M99999999999999999

n

28x3
30x3
30x31-- 2
32x31-- 2
33x31-- 2

31x4
32x4
33x4
34x4
35x4
36x4

.

85x41-- 2
36x41-- 2
37x41-- 2

37x5

,

Guarantee
uar- -

Ton pay bo cash down, but after 39 days of!
Him, you can Degtn payment on the lowest,
easiest terms ever suii?tp.i hv a mann mor..
facturer. These terms arc arranged to suit yours
convenience, and you can buy a piano for your 1
Dome wunouc missing me money.

2nd hand Bargains
We have constantly

Starek

Player-PianD-

Sf

StarckPlayerPianoa are rich j
toned and easy to oocrate.
number of second-hanpiac guarantee has back of it the large
nos cf all itnndard m;ikc$ teken in You wi'i be delighted withí
reputation of an old estab- exchange for new Starek Pianos the many exclusive
I
lish d.respcniiblepianahouse.
features of these wonderful
and Flayer-PianoIt means what it says.
instruments, and pleased with j
Knabe
$135.00 our very low pnces.
Frée Music Lessons Steinway
92.00
120.G0
To every purchaser of Starek Emerson
Catalogue Free
95.00
Pianos, we tve free 50 music Kimball ,
Send today for our new 8
lessons, in one of the best Starek
195.00 beautifully
illustrated cat- - I
known BchooU in I hicatio.
Ioéuo which fiives vou
vait'
Send for our latest second-hanYou take these lessons fa your
i
of
amount"
list.
bargain
important Pft0Of
own home, by mail.
W rite to-,I
inlormatioa,

PASTARCK PIANO

on hand a

Starek Bmlá

es

Tube

Tire

Beautiful College Pennants

Subscribe and Advertise in

9
9
9
99

tires-tub-

Give Us

ar

Every Starek Piano is

.-

0
9

Easy Payments

ship direct to you from our factory, at
prices that save you upwards of $150.00 in the
cost oí your piano. We guarantee to furnUh
you a better piano for the money than you cao
secure elsewhere. You are assured of rccciv
intf a satisfactory sweet toned durable high
rodé piano.

$ 9.20
10.25
13.50
14.05
15.25
17.00
18.00
19.50
20.40
21.00
22.00
26.00
27.00
27.50
36.60

$2.00
2.20
2.80
3.00
3.20
3.25
3.30
3.40
'
3.60
3.80

3.90
5.00
5.10
5.15
5.40

20
All other sizes.- dis5
cent
cent
extra.
per
per
count if payment in fuil accomi
panies order and if two are so or
dered, shipping charges will be
paid by us, C. O. D. on 15 per
cent of amount of order. Our
output is limited, so we suggest
Non-Ski-

ds

I

I
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No SfloneyiDown

Ílli)7fí!l?ífl1

This beautiful and wonderful
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I) 35.00
Mahogany or Oak Cabinet vAth
Record Jtaett. 12 Inch Turn Table,
Ninket-vlateGnunri

H Box. Extra heavy doubie Sunnn.
St'irat Drive Alotñf Iran h
while luyintfl. All metal iiiiri'
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i
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Let us demonstrate this wonderful Vict
fe
home for 30 days. No
payment is required in
advance. After 30 days trial if
you are satisfied your
payments begin. If you-arnot satisfied, send tU
Victrola bace at our expense of
freight both Tay.
a Victro,a at "y
from,
to
on easy
múI on 30 days
lree trial. All you have topaymenl,
a for a few records ,
which go with the m.üAiue and which
you select
lor yourself fro eur catalog.
Wifc
for enr complete Victrola carato
eíí Koiord cátalo.) and fall details of oar liberal
uu
o
"er
y Payment nía. .

Jí"

'

My

F. A. STARCH PIANO CO., Starek Block, CHICAGO. ÍLL
nuu omrcic 1 la yt r 1 iauos

THE ONLY PLACE
rpHERE

is only one place

in this community where

the investment of a dollar will
bring a hundred per cent on
your money. A dollar invested

to

in a subscription

this paper will open the gate
to so many opportunities that
the returns will multiply until
your income is many times
the outlay. Take a whirl at
a hundred per.

LOCAL AND PERSONAL
Miss Kateryn Wei tmore is visit- in in El Paso.
William Balfour, transportation
inspector was here, Monday
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. McGrath

have returned from a fishing trip
to the Pecos,
Miss

Hulbert

is filling

Miss

Fannie Bourn's place with the
J. B. Becker Co.
H. W. Hollenbeck, Santa Fe
storekeeper here, is ill at the
Clovis hospital.
W. M. Berger returned from a
trip to Santa Fe, at the begin
ning of the week.
Chief Deputy Sheriff Placido
Jaramillo went to Los Jarales
last Monday on oficial business

Edmund D. Lachman, travel Deputy Warns Against
ing agent for the Western
Shooting of Doves Now
Co., of El Paso, Texas,
was interviewing the Belen busiDeDutv Game Warden Tonv
nessmen, Tuesday.
Ortiz has received complaints
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Eaker, that hunters are shooting doves
Miss Hobardt, Mrs. Lynn and north of here. Ortiz believes
Master Mike Eaker, were the they are not aware of the fact
guests of Mr. J. B. Becker, Jr., that the opening of the season
Sunday. The party making a was set back by the last legislature from July 1 to August 16.
trip to Trigo canyon.
However, he intends to enforce
R. A. Mason with the ice plant the new law stringently. He has
and M. E. Sloan, telegraph oper- been on the lookout for violators
ator, returned from a rishingjrip but so far has found none.
to the Pecos. Mason has some
great fish stories, one goes like Viljoen Trial in November.
it's poor policy to
this,
The trial of General B. J.
question the Ice Man's word during this hot weather.
Viljoen, the Boer general living
on Doña Ana county has been
A traveling man who takes in
set at Los Angeles for Novem
a large territory cf the southwest,
ber 23 the charge being conspiremarked when here a few days
racy to violate the neutrality
ago, "that in Goebel's hall, Be- laws in reference
to Mexico.
len had one of the finest places
of amusement, he had met with." Among Viljoen's
are Carlos Guzman, Baltazar
Support home industry.
Aviles, Gerónimo Sandoval, F.
of promi"Do your shopping early, Ayon and a number
Californians.
is a. good rule to observe all the nent
year around. Some people like
Subscribe to THE BELEN
to gossip in a store until near
NEWS $2.00 per year.
closing time, then sail down on
the tired clerks, often keeping
No. 6597.
them working overtime.
Report of the Condition of the
Mr. L. R. McKee, of Tellu
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ride, Uolo., a miller ot many
OF BELEN,
years experience has taken the
position of miller in the Belen
of New
Roller Mills. He will follow the At Belen, in the State
established custom of the John
Mexico, at the close of BusiBecker Company in keeping
ness, June 23, 1915.
Belen flour up to a high stand
Wood-enwa-

Miss Namoi Becker of New
Orleans, a nice of Mr. and Mrs ard, and making improvements
John Becker, is here on a visit. where ever possible. The mill
is now receiving new wheat of
C. L. Becker has returned to excellent
quality and turning
our midst after a two months out a high grade of flour.
journey to Los Angeles, Frisco
and San Diego.
Mrs. L. C. Becker, cf this
city, has returned home aftar an
extended trip of several weeks

at Lcs Angeles, Calif,
E. J. Kennebeck, night chief
clerk at the local depot is recup'
erating in Minnesota from a se
vere attack of scarlet fever.
Miss lone Brumback leaves in

a few days for Las Vegas where
she will join her mother for an

CARD

0F

THANKS

Mr and Mrs. A. S.Charles, wish to thank their
friends and neighbors for

their kindness duringthe illness of their beloved little
daughter, Louie.
Mr. and Mrs. A. b. Charles

A Humdinger Fair.

extended trip through California.

In accepting a position on the
Miss Sydia Haack, sister of fair commission Mr. Putney said
Mrs. VV. D. Radcliff, is with that New Mexico will have a
Miss Gebuaer of Milwaukee, a fair this year of heretofore unguest at the Radcliff residence. known proportions and excellence.

"I tell

you we are going
humdinger fair.

Little Amousette Welmore who
has been ill from scarlet fever is to "have a
reported to be on the road to re There will be no deficit when
covery and wiii soon be out of this fair is
over, and everyone
quarantine.
will be satisfied.
We are going
inMrs. Adolph Becker, two chil to make the fair a state-wid- e
dren and Miss Fannie Bourne are stitution and we are going to
visiting the Exposition.
They give the people their money's
will see California before return- worth at the
gate. I am going
ing.
to gj ye my best efforts to this
fair and my time so that when
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Paul have
denied themselves the pleasure it is over the entire state can fill
of their new Ford car long proud of its fair and be glad
enough to go fishing on the that it participated.

RKSOUIU'ES
Totins ami discounts
Overdrafts, unsecured
IT, S, Bonds to secure circulation
Bonds, Securities, etc.

75

ta m
ai.OMi (U
8,112 l!l

Notes,
Redemption fund with V. S. treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation!

LeKttl-tend-

Total

n.nis 00
1.250 00
117,531

05

-

Capital stock paid in

Surplus fund
Undivided profits,
Reserved for taxes

-

-

fc'5,000 00
25,000 00

-

10
$5,5
72,s 50

Reserved for
I ess current expenses,
interest and taxes paid

Belen News Classified Ads

Twelve hundred acres in crops
and 20,000 bushels in wheat,
other crops in proportion, were
Will
destroyed by a hailstorm which
swept eastern Mora county.
They're waiting for you to phone your
cata
number
of
and
want.
Quite
sheep
tle were killed by lightning and
They'll carry it to their readers.
by the hail. The hailstones piled
up six inches on the level. Many
roofs and windows were broken
FOR RENT 8 room house
and in one case, the family in the
furnished, inquire at
PRESERVE YOUR
house hadto crawl under tables partly
Goebel's.
to escape the hail that pelted
through the roof.
Houses to rent, $12.50 and
$15.00. People's Lumber Com
WITH THE CHURCHES
pany.

Deliver Your Message Promptly

CATHOLIC CHURCH,

FOUR large rooms and two
Nuestra Señora de Belen
nursery rooms with soft run- Low Mass every day in the week
ning water, screened in front
at 7 o'clock a. m.
and back porch. Will be for
Low
Mass at 7, High
Sundays:
rent at $12.00 a, month.
Mass and sermon at 9 a. rn. ; Ros
'
O. Goebel.
ary and Bened'ction of the Blessed Sacrament at 2 p. m.
Rev. J. A. Picard, Parish Priest
LOST A gold scarf pin
with initials E. H. S., Jr., and
ZIOX CIU'IiCH.
dated July 19th, 1914. The
-

-

-

$.321
2 023

4.801 oil

-

-

m,78

.

58

Total

$2117,581

1--

Please see bulletin board for
announcements during his ab

sence.

MKTHODIST

CHURCH

OTES.

Clyde Keegan, pastor: P. P,
Simmons, Sunday school superintendent. Preaching services at
11 a. m. and 7:4o p. m. ; Sunday
school at 10 a. m.
Sunday School 10 A. M.
Preaching Service 11 A. M
Regular evening services 8
P. M.

I

flow Well
"Thedford's
is the
I

best

ever used,"

Biack-Draug-

fications and reference.
Magazine Company, Box 155, Times
SALESMEN WANTED. -- We Square Station, New York City.
want good reliable men to solicit
THE BELEN CLEANING
orders for fruit trees in all parts
of New Mexico, write for parti- WORKS have just opened and
culars, previous experience not áre ready to receive your patronnecessary. Pacific Nursery Co.
412 Delta- Bldg. Los Angeles, age charging you moderate prices
and satisfaction guaranteed. At
Calif. :
Old Mandell Bid. Phone 43.
WANTED-- At
this office clean
An advertisement
cotton rags. We pay 2 2 cents
in THE
a pound.
BELEN NEWS pays. Try it.
O. Goebel.

month.

-
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A Store

medicine

d

writes

J. A.
Steelman, of Pattonville, Texas.

The doctors said

51

m

e
t
e
e

I had con-

e

01

06

L. C.BKCKEH,

Cashier

John Keeker
Paul B. Dalles.

John Becker, Jr.
and sworn to before me this
June, 11115.
Frank G. Fischer, Notary Public.
commission expires March 25, 1018.

Suhscrlljed

For All The People

THEDFORD'S

9e

e
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0e
0
0
0
e
o

'LAC
Oil

80

.State of New Mexico, County of Valencia, ss:
I, L. C. necker, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the
above statement Is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

CorrectAttest:

him.

modern cottage in the than the regular price and pay
best condition, soft running monthly. New plan. Work of
water in rooms, large screen- organizing pleasant and'.; highly
ed in front and back porch. profitable and can be done in
Sheds and outhouses. Take spae time. Regular monthly
this quick at only $15.00 per income. In replying give quali-

The usual preaching services
morning and night. The time
for Luther League is changed to
7:15 and evening preaching to
'
8 P. M.

sumption. I could not work at
al!. Finally I tried

notice
Liabilities other than those nliove
-

Dr. J. E. Ward, of Los Angeles renders every service that
science and skill can devise to'
relieve painful, lost or failing
vision. Air work guaranteed.
Visits Belen every three months.
Watch for the date and wait for

Evangelical Lutheran
finder please bring it tq THE
WANTED-- A reliable and acJohn A, M. Ziegier, D. D., Pasretive man or woman in Laguna to
tor. Sunday School and Bible BELEN NEWS office and
class 10 a. m. Preaching services ceive reward.
organize neighborhood magazine
11 A. M.
clubs. Members receive their"
Evening worship at
8 P.M.
favorite magazines at 3 less
Luther League at 7:15.
THIS IS THE LIFE A

25,000 00
Circulating notes
Less ttint. on hand for Treas.
for redemption In transit - 25.000 00
Individual deposits subject tocheck H'7,185 3S
Cashier's checks outstanding
list is
KM 72
Postal savings deposits
Deposits requiring notiee of
- 108,711 H
less than .10 days
Deposits subject to 80 or more days'

stated

EYES

"I suffered terribly with liver
troubles, and could get no relief.

LIABILITIES

II

and to my surprise, I got better,
and am
as well as any
man." Thedford's Black-Draug- ht
is a general, cathartic,
veritable liver medicine, that
has been regulating irregularities of the liver, stomach and
bowels, for over 70 years. Get
a package today. Insist on the
E-genuine Thedford's.
to-d-

fWe Offer You Choice
! Goods at Fairest
0
1
Prices
A Square Deal
I To Everybody.

e

0o
0
0e
0
&

70

Srd day of
My

Summer Tours

Quit That.

Mr. and Mrs. Hubenthal stopWriting in the St. Louis Post- ped here a few days last wetk
on their way to the coast. Mr. Dispatch for the benefit of those
Hubenthal is a dentist in the tourists who will visit the West
this year instead of going to
city of brews.
Europe, Clark McAdams tells
Supt. of Schools Saturnino of the best and most interesting
Baca and wife, returned last things to be seen in the West,
Sunday from Faywood Springs, and the sixth sight to be noticed
where they sojourned for two is "The Way They Drink
weeks, taking the baths. Mr. Whisky in New Mexico WhisBaca is enthusiastic about the ky is not a stimulant in New
gentlemanly and courteous treat- Mexico. It is a drink. Drink
ment they received during their ing is not a habit, either; it is
stay at that place, and Mrs. an art."
Baca was greatly benefitted by
It isn't an art at all. It is a
Stn: health giving waters.
gift. .

$1",2II1

Subscription to stock ,
of Fed. Reserve
Jl.tKMO
Less ain't unpaid - - l,!i(K).iO
- $11.284 51
BnnkiiiK House
ID, Ml W
Furniture and Fixtures R,ll! li
8,178 PI
Due from Federal Reserve Bunk
1 ue from
approved reserve uRents N.illl 21
Due from Imnks and bankers
OutsidcChecks and other cash items 10 85
Fractional currency, nlckles and cts. 100 51
21,15 00
Notes of other national banks
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz:
$ 8,851 IK)
Total coin and certificates

Pecos.

Hey!

Grops Destroyed by Hail

re

r
Tourist fares on sale daily until
Final
September 30th, 1915.
return limit October 3 1st, 1915. The following
is a list of a few points to which low rates are on sale.

OTTA4"lTTT"P

UlVllVU jj

Denver $25.20.

,

D

f
W

tr

.

1

yp

vtr

Colorado Springs $22.25
Kansas City $44.40

Chicago $60.90
St. Louis $52.19.
,
Detroit $71.60
New York $84.05
For further particulars see ticket Agent.

C. F. JONES,

iTjTsin'i
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